KARLA DICKENS
Hung, strung and quartered
WARRIOR WOMAN

Turning the washing basket upside down, inside out
looking for Reg Gundies resilient and well made

No frills
no pastel flowers
or see-through lace
no crutchless g-strings

Hardened undergarments
big girls’ undies
protective covers
personal security guards

The world needs facing
wearing raw pain, old pain
shared and naked pain
standing up, showing up

Being heard and being counted
holding courage tight
ready to love and be loved
to be real, to be hurt, to be brave

Big-girl underwear
big-girl knickers
tough and ready
until the time allows
then the cheeks will shake

Run, dance, fart and sing
as the nakedness is unleashed
on the darkest of nights
glowing under moons of glory

Warrior women play again
butts blowing in the breeze
gracefully relaxed
in empowered freedom
WARRIOR WOMAN I 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
$55,000 (set of ten)
WARRIOR WOMAN II 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR WOMAN III 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR WOMAN IV 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR WOMAN V 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR WOMAN VI 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
Warrior woman VII 2017

Mixed media

30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR woman VIII 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR WOMAN IX 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR woman X 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
The second set of Warrior women follows
WARRIOR WOMAN XI 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
$55,000 (set of ten)
WARRIOR woman XII 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
Warrior Woman XIII 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR woman XIV 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR woman XV 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR WOMAN XVI 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR woman XVII 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR woman XVIII 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR WOMAN IX 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
WARRIOR woman XX 2017
Mixed media
30 × 18 × 10 cm (undies)
Hung, Strung and Quartered 2016
Mixed media
87 × 175 cm
$22,000
WHO'S LUCKY?

The phrase ‘lucky country’ is the base-point from which these works grew. I was grateful and relieved to find that Donald Horne, the man who first coined this famous phrase in 1964, was ironically condemning Australia for its complacency and failure to acknowledge its history.

The work comprises two parts:

- The first part, entitled ‘Unlucky bastard’, consists of a black straight-jacket adorned with embroidered patches and inscribed text. Each of the three embroidered patches contains an upward-facing white horse-shoe imprinted with the word ‘lucky’ and a downward-facing red, black and yellow horse-shoe imprinted with the word ‘bastard’. My playful and straightforward observation is that you are lucky in Australia if you are white and a bastard if you are Aboriginal. I have hand-painted a number of quotes from Horne’s book ‘The Lucky Country’ onto the strait-jacket. They are there to remind those who still literally believe in the phrase—of the author’s original intention.

- The second part, collages using rusty oil- and petrol-cans I found abandoned in the bush, are adorned in white lettering with the title ‘Unlucky’. While digging through the old dump near a closed mission-camp, I played the role of anthropologist; studying repurposed oil-cans like treasured artefacts. Hard-rust tells many stories. As I interpreted the artefacts, they spoke to me of fortunes made from this country—on the backs of its traditional owners. Buckets of money made by mining and pastoral businesses with government blessings; but at the cost of great suffering and hardship by those who will never, ever get a lucky break.
UNLUCKY BASTARD 2017
Mixed media
150 × 60 × 25 cm
$6,600
UNLUCKY | 2017
Mixed media
110 × 110 cm
$11,000
UNLUCKY II 2017
Mixed media
110 × 110 cm
$11,000
UNLUCKY III 2017
Mixed media
110 × 110 cm
$11,000
Unlucky IV 2017
Mixed media
110 × 110 cm
$11,000
QUARTERED 2017
Mixed media
60 × 18 × 12 cm (each)
$11,000 (set of six)
QUARTERED I 2017
Mixed media
60 × 18 × 12 cm
QUARTERED II 2017
Mixed media
60 × 18 × 12 cm
QUARTERED III 2017
Mixed media
60 × 18 × 12 cm
QUARTERED IV 2017
Mixed media
60 × 18 × 12 cm
QUARTERED V 2017
Mixed media
60 × 18 × 12 cm
QUARTERED VI 2017
Mixed media
60 × 18 × 12 cm
HUNG 2017
Mixed media
55 × 10 cm (each)
$6,600 (set of six)
Hung II 2017
Mixed media
55 × 10 cm
Hung III 2017
Mixed media
55 × 10 cm
Hung IV 2017
Mixed media
55 × 10 cm
Hung V2017
Mixed media
55 × 10 cm
Hung VI 2017
Mixed media
55 × 10 cm
Karla Dickens
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